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A random evolution process constructed from regular step processes with a 
common state space and indexed on an evolution rule space is shown to be a 
regular step process on the product space. Conversely, it is shown that under mild 
conditions, any regular step process on a product space is equivalent to a random 
evolution process. Conditions are given on the cardinality of the spaces and on the 
parameters of the process that are sufficient for the process to have various 
recurrence and ergodicity properties. Applications to birth-death processes are 
given. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let E and F be semicompact spaces and let X,(t) be a standard Markov 
process with state space E for each y E F. Let q be a positive measurable 
function on E x F and Q a probability kernel on E X F. The elements x E E 
are thought of as “evolution states,” the elements y E F as “evolution rules,” 
and the processes X,,(t), y E F as “modes of evolution” on E. In [7], the 
author constructed a random evolution process (REP) from this basic data. 
This is a standard Markov process Z(t) = (X(t), Y(t)) on E X F which has 
the following intuitive description: Starting in state (x, y), X(t) evolves as 
X,,(t) (starting at x) and Y(t) = y for 0 < t < ti, where r, is a Markov time 
having an exponential distribution with rate function q. If Z(t) -+ (2, y) as 
t T rl, then at r,, Z jumps into C c E x F with probability Q(@, y), C). If 
Z(r,) = (xi, y,), then X(t) evolves as X,,(t - 5,) (starting at x,) and Y(t) = y1 
for r, < t < t2 etc. Feedback is incorporated by allowing the jump rate 
function q and the jump kernel Q to depend on the evolution state x. Thus 
the path of X influences the time between jumps and the evolution state 
immediately before a jump influences how the process changes at the jump. 
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It was noted in [7] that a random evolution process constructed from 
regular step processes is itself a regular step process. In this paper, we prove 
this under more general onditions and also prove a partial converse. That is, 
under mild regularity conditions, any regular step process on a product space 
can be viewed as a random evolution process. This connection provides new 
insights into regular step processes on product spaces and provides a simple 
method for constructing processes with desired properties. 
We also study recurrence and ergodic properties of a random evolution 
process Z in terms of the basic data X, (y E F), q, and Q. Our main results 
give sufficient conditions on the “control parameters” q and Q in order for Z 
to be ergodic (resp. strongly ergodic, etc.) given that the constituent 
processes XJy E F) are ergodic (resp. strongly ergodic, etc.). In particular, 
our results will show that Z can inherit certain ergodic properties from the 
constituent processes XY (y E F) if q is sufficiently small. These results are 
based on the work of Tweedie [B]. An application to a random evolution 
process constructed from birth-death processes is given. 
2. RANDOM EVOLUTIONS AND REGULAR STEP PROCESSES 
If E is a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable base (a 
semicompact) then 9(E) will denote the u-algebra of Bore1 sets of E. For 
x E E, E, will denote the point mass concentrated at x. We will use the usual 
notation and results for a standard Markov process X = (X(f), P”) with state 
space (E, 9(E)), augmented by the usual death point A (see [ 1 I). In 
particular, 0(t), t > 0 are the shift operators and [ = inf{t > 0: X(t) = A} is 
the lifetime. Recall that X is conservative if [ = co a.s. Also, let a0 = 0, 
ai = (T = inf{t > 0: X(t) #X(O)}, and o” = a”-’ + u o O(un-‘) for n = 2, 3,.... 
Recall that a standard process X is a regular step process (RSP) if u” + 6 
as n -+ co as. An RSP is characterized up to equivalence by a rate function 
r E 9(E)/3’(0, co) and a jump probability kernel R on (E, 9(E)) such that, 
fJ”[u > t] = e-r(x)c 
and 
P[X(a)EA]=R(x,A) 
(see I.12 of [l]). 
We now fix two semicompacts E and F. Let 5’ = E x F be endowed with 
the product topology. If E or F is countable, we automatically give it the 
discrete topology. For y E F, let X, = (X,,(t), Pz) be a standard RSP on E 
with rate function r,,(x) and jump kernel R,,(x, A). We assume that (x, y) + 
r,,(x) E 9(S)/9(0, co) and that (x, y) -+ R,(x, A) E 9(S)/9’[0, l] for 
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A E 9(E). Note that this additional measurability is automatic, if F is coun- 
table. Define I E 9(S)/9(0, co) by T(X, y) = r,(x) and define the 
probability kernel R on (S, 9(S)) by R((x, y), .) = R,,(x, .) @ E,,(.). Finally, 
let q E 9(S)/S(O, 00) and let Q be a probability kernel on (S, 9(S)) 
satisfying Q((x, y), E X { y}) = 0 for (x, y) E S. 
(2.1) THEOREM. The random euolution process (REP) 2 = (Z(t) = 
(x(t), Y(t)) P(X,Y)) associated with {X,: y E F}, q, and Q is well defined. 
Moreover, > is equivalent to the RSP on S with rate function, 
k(x, y) = 45 Y) + q(x, Y>, P.2) 
and jump kernel, 
r(x, Y) 
K((xy y)y c) = r(x, y) + 4(x, Y) R((x, Y), c> + 
4kY) 
r(x, Y> + 4(x, Y) 
Q<<x, Y>, c>- 
(2.3) 
Proof: The existence of 2 as a standard Markov process follows from 
the construction given in [7]. The measurability requirements imposed on r 
and R give Assumption (3.1) of [7]. The assumptions in [7] that X,, be 
conservative and that q be bounded have been dropped here to allow for 
nonconservative REPS. The assumption in [ 71 that x -+ q(x, y) be continuous 
for each y E F is unnecessary here since the sample paths of X, are right- 
continuous step functions. 
To prove the second part of the theorem, let 0” and a; be the jump times 
of Z and Xy , respectively. Also, let r = inf{t > 0: Y(t) # Y(O)} and let p = 
inf{t > 0: X(t) # X(O)\. That u” --f c follows from the construction given in 
[7] (see also [4]). If t > 0 and (x, y) E S, 
P(x,y$7 > t] = P(X,Y)[5 > t,p > t] 
by the properties of the REP (see [7]). But the last term is e-4(x*y)’ e-rcx*y)‘. 
Also, if C E 9(S) and (x, y) E S, 
PCXpY) [Z(u) E C] 
= P’“*“[Z(O) E c; u < 71 + P’““‘[Z(U) E c; u = 71 
; (x,(~,), Y) E C 1 
+E; Oy q(Xy(f), Y) exp (-II My(s), Y) ds) Q(<Xy<Q Y), C> dt ) 
0 I 
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by properties of the REP (see [7]). But the first term on the right is 
44 Y 1 
r(x, Y> +4(x, Y> 
R((x, Y>Y c>, 
and the second is 
4(-G Y> 
r(x, y) + 4b Y> 
Q<<x, Y), C)- m 
(2.4) Remark. Suppose that Q has the form 
Q((x, Y>*) = U-)0 Q,(Y, -), V-5) 
where ((x, Y>, B) -+ Q,(Y, B) is a transition probability from (S, 9(S)) to 
(F, 9(F)). In this case the two terms in the jump kernel (see (2.3)) of Z have 
the same basic form with the roles of x and y reversed. Thus we can think of 
Z as a symmetric REP associated with two classes of RSPs-the processes 
Xy on E for y E F with parameters r,,(x) and R,(x, A), and the processes Y, 
on F for x E E with parameters q*(y) = q(x, y) and Q,( y, B). 
Note that the condition on Q in (2.5) is equivalent to the requirement that 
the two components of Z do not jump simultaneously a.s., i.e., for (x, y) E S, 
KC@, Y),E x 1~1) +K((x, Y), {x} x F) = 1. (2.6) 
(2.7) Remark. Suppose that Q has the form 
where P is a probability kernel on (F, 9(F)) and L is a transition 
probability from (S x F, 9(S x F)) to (E, 9(E)). Suppose also that q is a 
function of y only. Then the second component Y of Z is equivalent to the 
RSP on F with parameters q and P. In this case, there is no feedback from 
the evolution state component to the evolution rule component. If X, is a 
birth-death process on E = {0, 1,2,...} for each y E F and if L((x, y, yr), a) = 
EJ.) for each x E E and y, y, E F, then Z is equivalent to the birth-death 
process in a random environment studied by Cogburn and Torrez [2]. 
(2.9) Remark. If X,, is conservative for each y and if q is bounded, then 
Z is conservative (see [7]). 
(2.10) Remark. The parameters r and R generate an RSP Z, on S (this 
was called the composite process in [7]). Also, the parameters q and Q 
generate an RSP 2’ on S. If E and F are countable, if each X, is conser- 
vative, and if q is bounded, then the infinitesimal matrix of Z is the sum of 
the infinitesimal matrices of Z, and Z”. For more along these lines, see [7]. 
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Suppose now that 2 = (Z(t), P(X7y)) is a standard RSP on S with rate 
function k and jump kernel K. 
(2.11) ASSUMPTION. We assume that for C E B(S), 
(x, Y)-‘K((x, Y), Cn (E x ~YI))~W%‘~P~ 11, 
andthatfor(x,y)ES,O<K((x,y),EX(y})<l. 
(2.12) DEFINITION. For (x, y) E S, A E 9’(E), and C E 9(S) we define 
ry(x) = k(x, Y) K((x, v>, E x I VI), 
q((x, v) = W Y> KC@, Y>, E x (F - { VI))* 
R (x A) = K(@Y VhA x (vi) 
Y ’ 
KC@, Y>,E x (~3 
Q(cx, y) 3 C) = K((x, Y). cn [E x (F- {.JJI>l) KC@, Y)> Ex (1” - 1~1)) * 
Also, let X,, be the RSP on E with parameters T,, and R,. 
(2.13) THEOREM. Z is equivalent to the REP associated with 
Vy : Y E F), q, and Q. 
Proof: A standard RSP is determined up to equivalence by its rate 
function and jump kernel. It follows from Definition (2.12) that Eqs. (2.2) 
and (2.3) are satisfied. Also, by Assumption (2.1 l), T, R, q, and Q have the 
regularity necessary for the existence of the REP. The result now follows 
from Theorem (2.1). I 
(2.14) Remark. In (2.12), note that R&x, A) is simply the conditional 
probability that X jumps into set A, given that Z = (x, y) at a jump time and 
Y does not jump from y. Similarly, Q((x, v), C) is the conditional probability 
that Z jumps into set C given that Z = (x, y) at a jump time and Y does 
jump from y. 
Note also that we could reverse the roles of x and y and view Z as a REP 
constructed from processes Y, on F for x f E. In either case, simultaneous 
jumps in both components are handled by the switching kernel of the 
random evolution. If K satisfies (2.6) then Q has the form given in (2.5) with 
Q (y B) = K((xy Y), jx/ ' B, 
x f 
K((x, v>, {xl x F) ' 
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for (x, y) E S and B E 9(F) and hence Z is equivalent to a symmetric 
random evolution. Note that Q,(y, B) is the conditional probability that Y 
jumps into set B, given that Z = (x, y) at a jump time and X does not jump 
from x. 
(2.15) EXAMPLE. We will construct the symmetric REP associated with 
two classes of Poisson processes. Let E = F = (0, 1, 2,...}. For each y E F, 
let Xy be the Poisson process on E with parameter r(v) (i.e., in our previous 
notation, T,, is constant for each y and R,(x, .) = E,+ ,(.)). Similarly, for each 
x E E, let Y, be the Poisson process on F with parameter q(x) (i.e., in our 
previous notation, q is independent of y and Q((x, y), .) = cc,,,+ ,)(a)). Let Z 
be the REP associated with {X, = y E P}, q, and Q as in Theorem 2.1. From 
(2.2) and (2.3) we see that Z has parameters, 
wx, Y> = 4(x) + F-(Y), 
K((x, Y>- *> = r(y;(+Y;(x) %+ l,Yk) + 4(x) r(y) + q(x) E'x'y+ ') (.I- 
Using the backward equation, we can compute the transition probabilities 
of Z. For example, 
Py’[z(t) = (x + 1, y)] 
= r(y) t e-4w ,-r(Y)1 if q(x + 1) = q(x), 
= r(v) e-r(y)t eeqcx)* - e-q(x+‘)t 
4(x+ 1)-4(x) 
if q(x + 1) f q(x). 
Similarly, we could easily construct the REP associated with two classes 
of general birth-death processes. The existence of such bivariate birth-death 
processes is, of course, well known. It is the method of construction and the 
interpretation that is different. 
(2.16) EXAMPLE. In this example we will interpret another type of 
bivariate Poisson process in the REP setting. Let a(t), /I(t), y(f) be 
independent Poisson processes (starting at 0) defined on a common 
probability space @,F, P) and having parameters A,, A,, and A,, respec- 
t$%. We can construct an RSP Z = ((X(t), Y(t)), P(X*y)) such that a.s. 
3 
X(l) = x + a(t) + r(t), 
w = Y + P(t) + ?4>? 
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(see [3; 5, p. 1601). Standard computations show that the parameters of Z 
are 
WC% Y>, *) = A + ;I %x,Y+d’) 1 2 + A 3 ~(,+l,Yk) + A, 
A3 
+ 11 +A, +II, %fl.Yfl~(.)~ 
for (x. y) E S. From (2.12) we see that T(X, y) = A,, R((x, v), a) = e,+ I(*), 
q(x, y) = A2 + 2,) and 
for (x, y) E S. Thus, Z can be interpreted as the REP associated with 
{X,, : y E F}, q, and Q, where each XY is a Poisson process with parameter A, 
and, where q and Q are given above. 
3. RECURRENCE AND ERGODIC PROPERTIES 
Let Z be the REP on S = E x F associated with the family {X, : y E F} of 
standard RSPs on E and the control parameters q and Q, as in Section 2. In 
this section we assume that E and F are countable. We assume also that XY 
is conservative for each y E F and that q is bounded. By Remark (2.9), Z is 
conservative. Our goal in this section is to study recurrence and ergodic 
properties of Z, as an REP, in terms of the basic data. 
For Theorem 3.1, recall that Z” denotes the process on S with parameters 
q and Q. The symbols +, --+O, +y mean “leads to” for the processes Z, Xy , 
Z”, respectively. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let z=(x,y) and Z=(.f,y)ES. Then z-+P fund 
only if there exists a sequence z1 = (x1, y,),..., z, = (x,, 7) in S and a 
sequence xi, x6 ,..., x:, in E such that x+~ xi, (xi, y) -+’ (x1, y,), x, -+‘I xi, 
(xi, y,)+O (x2, Y2),“‘, (-$, Y,-A-” (x,3 JT> x,+yx. 
Proof: Let I? and Q be the subprobability kernels on S given, 
lqz, .) = r(z) 44 + q(z) qz, .I, 
&, *) = r(z;$z, Qk +>a 
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Then the jump kernel K of Z is K = R^ + &. Now z + Z if and only if there 
exists j > 0 such that K’(z, i?) > 0. But K’(z, Y) > 0 if and only if there exists 
a sequence j,, j, ,..., j, with j, + j, + a.. + j, = j such that, 
This in turn is equivalent to the condition stated in the theorem. 1 
(3.2) COROLLARY. (a) If Z” is irreducible, then so is Z. 
(b) Suppose, that X,, is irreducible for each y E F. Suppose also that 
for each y, , Y,EF with Y,#Y,, there exists x,, x2 E E such that 
(x,, y,) +’ (x,, y2). Then Z is irreducible. 
(c) Suppose that Q satisfies (2.8). IfX, is irreducible for each y and if 
the P-chain on F is irreducible, then Z is irreducible. 
Theorem 3.3 gives very simple conditions for recurrence and transience in 
the case where Q satisfies (2.8). 
(3.3) THEOREM. Suppose that Q satisfies (2.8). 
(a) rf y E F is transient for the P-chain, then (x, y) is transient for Z 
for each x E E. 
(b) Suppose that E is finite. Ify E F is recurrent for the P-chain, then 
there exists x E E such that (x, y) is recurrent for Z. 
Proof: In case (a), Y(t) will eventually leave y forever. Hence Z(t) will 
leave E x { y} forever. In case (b) Y(t) will return to y infinitely often P’x,y’ 
a.s. for x E E. Hence Z(t) will return to E X { y} infinitely often. Since E is 
finite, (x, y) is recurrent for some x E E. 1 
The next theorem contains the main results of this section. We suppose 
that E = (0, 1, 2 ,... } and that F is finite. Let (zo, z1 ,... } be a fixed 
enumeration of S. We assume that X,, is irreducible for each y and that Z is 
irreducible. For the definitions of ergodic, strongly ergodic, and exponen- 
tially ergodic, see [8]. 
(3.4) THEOREM. (a) Suppose that X, is ergodic for each y E F. There 
exists for each y E F a nonnegative function f, on E and a nonnegative 
integer NY such that, 
Ryfy(x) G fy(x) - llr,(x)9 x>N,. 
Let fb Y> =f,G>. If QtYz) <f (z> f or all but finitely many z then Z is 
ergodic. 
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(b) Suppose that XY is strongly ergodic for each y. Then the functions 
fY of part (a) can be found which are bounded. If Qf(z) <f(z) for all but 
finitely many z then Z is strongly ergodic. 
(c) Suppose that X,, is ergodic and recurrent for each y. Then the 
functions f, of part (a) can be found which satisfy fy(x) -+ 00 as x -+ 00. If 
Qf(z) < f(z) + l/q(z) for all but finitely many z, then Z is recurrent. 
(d) Suppose that X, is exponentially ergodic for each y. There exists 
for each y E F a constant A, satisfying 0 < AY < r,,(x) for all x, a nonnegative 
integer NY, and a nonnegative function f, on E such that, 
Ryfy(4 < 11 - ~,l~yWlfy(4 - V&4, x > N,. 
Let f(x, y) = fJx). If there exists v such that 0 < v -C I and Qf(z) < 
[ 1 + v/q(z)] f (z) for all but finitely many z, then Z is exponentially ergodic. 
Proof (a) The existence of the functions f, follows from Theorem 3 of 
]8]. Since F is finite and by the assumption on Q, we can find N such that 
for i > N, Rf (zi) < f (zi) - l/r(zi). and u(z,) < f (zi). Hence for i > N, 
Kf (zi) = 
?fzi) 
‘(‘iI + 4Czi) 
Rf (zi) + 
< f (zi> - l/k(zi)- 
By Theorem 3 of 181, Z is ergodic. 
(b) The existence of the functions f,, follows from Theorem 3 of [8]. 
As in the proof of (a), Kf(z) <f(z) - l/k(z) for all but finitely many z. 
Since F is finite, f is bounded so Z is strongly ergodic by Theorem 3 of [8]. 
(c) The existence of the functions f, follows from Theorem 1 of [ 6 ] 
and Theorem 3 of [8]. Since w(z) <f(z) + l/q(z) for all but finitely many z 
it follows that Kf(z) <f(z) for all but finitely many z. Since F is finite, 
f(zi) --) co as i+ co. Hence Z is recurrent by Theorem 1 of [6]. 
(d) The existence of 1, and f,, y E F follows from Theorem 3 of [8]. 
Let A= min{J,, : y E F}. Then 0 < A - v < k(z). Since u(z) < 
[ 1 + v/q(z)] f(z) for all but finitely many z, it follows that Kf (z) < 
[ 1 - (A - v)//?(z)] f(z) - l/k(z) for all but finitely many z. Hence Z is 
exponentially ergodic by Theorem 3 of [8]. 1 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Suppose that F is finite, that X, is recurrent and 
ergodic for each y E F, and that Q((x, y), .) is independent of x. Then Z is 
recurrent and ergodic. 
Proof Consider the functions f, of Theorem (3.4)(c). Since QJ(x, y) is 
independent of x and since f(x, y) + co as x -+ co for each y, it follows that 
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Q(f(z) <f(z) for all but finitely many z. By parts (a) and (c) of 
Theorem (3.4), Z is ergodic and recurrent. I 
(3.6) Remark. Suppose that F is finite and that X, is recurrent and 
ergodic with associated function f, as in Theorem (3.4)(c) for each y E F. 
Let Q satisfy QJ< co but otherwise be arbitrary. Then the condition for the 
recurrence of Z, QJ ,< f + l/q can be satisfied if 4 is sufftciently small. A 
similar remark applies to Theorem (3.4)(d). 
Finally, we apply some of the results of this section to a simple REP 
constructed from birth-death processes. 
(3.7) EXAMPLE. Let E = (0, 1, 2 ,... } and let F be finite. For each y E F, 
let X,, be the birth-death process on E with birth rate &(x) and death rate 
p,,(x), where n,(x) = b, for x E E and p,,(O) = 0, &(x) = a,, for x > 1. We 
assume that a,, > 6, > 0 for each 4’ so X,, is irreducible, recurrent, and 
ergodic. Functions f, which satisfy Theorem (3.4)(c) (with NY = 0) are given 
by 
The process Xy could model a single server queue with arrival rate b, and 
service rate ay. Hence a REP Z constructed from Xy , y E F could model a 
queuing system whose parameters are subject to periodic random changes. 
The model also allows for random changes in the polulation when the 
parameters change. 
Suppose that Q((x, y), .) = P(y, -) x L((x, y), .) where P(y, .) is the 
uniform distribution on F - ( y} and L((x, y), .) is the Poisson distribution 
on E with parameter c(x, y). Let q(x, JJ) be bounded and positive. The 
REP Z associated with {X,,: y E F}, q and Q is irreducible by Corollary 
(3.2)(c). The condition for Z to be recurrent and ergodic (Theorem (3.4)(a) 
and (c)) reduces to 
4x3 Y> -q- 1 X 
N-l Yl+Y aY I -by,+---’ a, - by 
for (x, y) E S, where N is the cardinality of F. 
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